
The Introduction 

Escorial, the most exclusive and rarest of all fibres!  No other wool fibre in the world can offer such 

luxury and performance in one package.  100% sustainable and traceable back to the farm, all this 

offered into a collection of woollen and worsted spun fabrics for suiting’s, blazers, jacket’s and 

coatings exquisitely designed for the new Winter 21/22 season.  Fabrics in a mix of two, four and six 

plied yarns that offer unparalleled performance, feel and drape. Double faced worsteds as well as 

woollen and worsted hybrid fabrics that incorporates traditional weave constructions, brushed   

coating’s and Escorial tweeds in contemporary colours and new age designs.  

 

The Journey up to present day. 

The story of Escorial and its origins is a journey that dates back to 1584 and the palace at EL Escorial 

in Spain where the original sheep were kept and came to be known as the Royal Escorial flock. The 

flock were all but lost during the Napoleonic times but  if it had not been for the foresight of Ms Eliza 

Furlong, a Scottish born woman who saw the potential of the breed who took with her 120 sheep to 

Australia and established the bloodline of the flock in the new world which still continues to this day.  

In 1987 the Radford family bought forty lambs and introduced them into the rolling hills of New 

Zealand, further strengthening the future of the breed.  

Escorial is solely exclusive to Luxury Fabrics Ltd and is 100% designed, woven and finished at our 

factories in Yorkshire in the UK using state of the art modern manufacturing processes coupled with 

unparalleled service and quality.  

Escorial, the world’s rarest and most distinctive natural fibre has warmth yet breathability, resilience 

yet is lightweight in feel and is quite simply the ultimate wearing experience.   

 

The Inspiration. 

“A modern twist with a traditional mindset” This season’s emphasis is structure and capability.  
Escorial yarns offer such unparalleled performance in fabric form and coupled with this the ability to 
have the yarns three, four and six plied in both woollen and worsted giving incredible stretch across 
an extensive colour palette  and innovative design work incorporated in all qualities. The demands 
for garments today, even for the super luxury area, require an element of integrity to retain its form 
for modern living and travel without the compromise of losing shape and handle.  
 
 
The collection. 
 
ES1392  380g 4 ply worsted suiting. 
A bold and distinctive suiting for the modern era with incredible drape, performance and lustre that 
harks back to the days that embodies the classic British suit of the period. 
 
M4857 260g clear cut worsted twill suiting. 
A collection of classic and ultra-modern styles, structured and micro weave for the ultimate evening 
wear. Plains and semi plains that are without exception along with beautiful stripes, elegant and 
tasteful checks and classic birds eye designs. 
 
 
 



EFL31 270g worsted double milled flannel. 
A stunning array of suit designs in a contemporary and classic feel.  Glens , chalks,  stripes and also 
colourful plaids with a jacket inspiration in mind as well. 
 
GAB30 270g Gaberdine. 
A true gaberdine and a true classic like no other, high sett and steep twilled with incredible drape.  
The ultimate trousering or suiting if need be. 
 
VESN32 320g suiting Natural Story. 
A limited edition of select designs made from undyed Escorial yarns in white and fleece brown, as 
nature intended from the sheep and 100% Natural. 
 
ESJ28 280g worsted twill jacketing. 
A twofold twill jacketing styled with a modern take on a traditional country look. Elegant and 
tasteful. 
 
EDL34 340g worsted 4 ply jacketing. 
The ultimate in sports jackets that combines 4 plied yarns for exquisite handle and with a super soft 
touch and refined styling. 
 
EDL68 590g double faced coating. 
A beautiful coating quality with natural drape that offers a virtually unlimited collection of designs. 
Any design and colour different to face and back at the customers discretion and exclusivity. 
 
ES7178 800g true double faced centre stitched coating. 
The ultimate Escorial coat quality, four ply yarns warp and weft and a true split able centre stitched 
fabric.  Double milled for that beautiful blind “Melton” appearance like no other Escorial coating. 
Any combination of colours and designs face or back and again offering total exclusivity on design. 
 
ES7164H 450g 6 ply coating. 
A crafted Escorial quality using 6 ply yarns in a hopsack construction for a unique coat or blazer. 
Incredible performance and luxury combined.  
 
ES7166 350g 6 ply Panama blazer. 
A blazer of exceptional performance offering a natural lateral stretch. Comfortable and breathable 
and perfect for that unlined blazer for warmer climates.  
 
A875 400g 3 ply woollen blazer. 
A brand new 3 ply colour twist development for this season that offers different looks.  From Jersey 
knit appearance to a Tweed look and mouliné effect in an array of colourways. Totally unique plus 
that trademark Escorial luxury soft handle. 
 
A983 500g & A962Y 450g brushed woollen coatings. 
Brushed qualities using the traditional teasel heads for a coating like no other in the collection.  A 
choice of classic colours in grey ,black and camels and also designs in glen checks and window panes. 
 
A661 660g 2 ply coating. 
A big look appearance for that perfect Escorial coat or jacket, clean and crisp yet super soft. 
Contemporary colours and designs for the new season, herring bones, checks, plaids all together in a 
charming and concise collection. 
 



A553 350g 2 ply woollen jacketing. 
A superb clean sport jacket designed for modern times combining traditional and contemporary 
styles. Gun club, Bell Celtic, herring bones and plaids, they are all there in a colour pallet of rich and 
seasonal colours. 
 
A546 300g woollen jacketing. 
A lighter alternative to A553 with an added peach finish and a more focused collection. Classic puppy 
tooth, herring bones and glen plaids in a new twist of colours and styling. 
 
 
Stock supported bunches. 
 
Toledo . 
A collection of clear cut, flannel suiting’s and evening wear from 260g to 330g.  Plains, sharkskin, 
stripes,  glen plaids and hopsack for blazers all exquisitely designed for the needs of the modern suit 
and all with the added performance and quality expected from an Escorial fabric. 
 
Escudo. 
The showcase of Escorial jackets and coatings. Four ply sport coats in gun clubs, Bell Celtics and glen 
plaids.  Woollen jackets in beautiful seasonal rich colours complimented with brushed coatings and 
double faced Escorial Meltons.  Six ply blazers in plain weave and hopsack for superior performance. 
The very pinnacle of Escorial winter qualities. 
 
Primavera. 
A Spring and Summer inspired stock service. Beautiful light weight Panama’s in 2 ply and 3 ply travel 
fabrics for unrivalled accomplishment. Classic colours with added hot blue tones including black and 
white hues and micro effects.  The ultimate Escorial and Summer Kid Mohair in plain colours with 
that added lustre to compliment perfectly for that classic British look. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 


